Telemachus crossing the sea

Music for Penelope

Scene from Homer

libretto by Peter Bayley

music by Robin Holloway
after II:  Dancing (duny: if needed) and culled/fragment if necessary)

Lively

(f = 5)

Repeat p

Mf repeat up

Eno f  Eno f

Dances by

Night Falls (can come at any) The joins in the above dance pieces)

Slightly slower:  Anticipated

f express

Penelope, beautified during her sleep

pp warm cantabile, cresc posa a posa

f ben cantabile
If dance-music are needed during II, take matches from nut between II & III.

Dancers & I: on the bed is prepared...

Penelope & Odysseus are invited in love.

Tempo di sandalo; ma rallento.

If in cantabile:

The dance proceeds in time and place.

Echo, as before.

Orchestral rit. to:

Epilogue: prophecy of Odysseus' death. All and alone out of sea.

Piano solo: nat.

If I can soar thy express.

O = 0.